So preoccupation of the largest subject of all, I should like you in the scene illustrated to come along with a wide view of an old court house or a meadow landscape in the shape of a heart for the thing. It shows some activity exposed to much better it's time to water than its park or a paper. My how keen your idea on it subject. Have another copy beginning "Time's fool..."
the Dr. James.

This will in all
consider equitable.

We shall not publish
a separate form at
all. That shall be
the author's. I often
talk about you. I can
publish as you say.

"as you like."

I mean the illustrations.
Each must be up a
poem, a thought
that something very

Graphed I want might
be managed for the first
publication having some
offspring.

If you think of doing
a second This could
be illustrated in
rural manner. I wish
much you would consider
my petition from the
artist. Will not the
Murrays & I want to
have something publish-a
possible. Of course some
Time well illustrates deliciously - but then it will be April at October when the first
snows appear.

The literary friends I wrote admiringly have promised me their help to varying generously.
125 I do not despair of making the magazine a credit to others.

As love is
Confidence to the States shall be
Iconfidences as a
Just complaint
Most cordially thanks
for your good &
I have always
Thank many cent &
I believe you will
like to be associated
Just sincerely
Charl.M.H.Riddell